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This book is an original title from China and it is written in Chinese.
This comprehensive and detailed report examines the operating

status of China's commercial banks. It provides an in-depth analysis
and evaluation of the competitiveness of China's national commercial
banks, urban commercial banks and some rural financial institutions

within a competitive analytical framework. The obstacles and
challenges to gaining increased competitiveness of China's

commercial banks are explored and discussed. The progress and
inroads made by foreign banks in China are also analysed. This key
book is of importance to anyone keen to understand the structure and

function of commercial banks in China. Banking and finance
professionals who have links with China will find this an essential
resource. It offers valuable insights into how banking in China is

changing and the challenges and opportunities it faces. It also offers
a unique perspective from China on efforts by foreign banks to enter
this huge and diverse market. All the information in this book is up-
to-date. ?aee a'eaeiec...c"ua eae ae aeu ae! aeu ,e 'c |2009 - 2010a"a -
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